
DOUG OSLER IS FREE STATE
AGRICULTURE'S YOUNG FARMER OF
THE YEAR
Congratulations to Doug Osler from Fouriesburg, pictured
here with his wife, Megan.

Read more about our winner here - https://bit.ly/3a7wL9k

HAIL IS NOT A STORM IN A TEACUP
In January, one of the biggest nightmares for any fruit
farmer became a horrible reality in the Langkloof. Hail.
Ricardo du Preez from Langfontein near Misgund lost 95%
of his crop. How does one recover from a disaster of that
magnitude?

Read the story by Gerrit Rautenbach here. 

LICENSE TO RESEARCH
The future success of the deciduous fruit industry lies in
the planting of new and adapted cultivars, says Iwan
Labuschagne from Provar. In April, fruit tasting
exhibitions gave producers a chance to taste and
experience new cultivars that are currently being
evaluated. Additionally, two important research studies are
being conducted to solve industry problems. Read more
here. 

Watch a video of Wiehann Steyn and Iwan Labuschagne
here.

YOUNG AND OLD NEED TO WORK
TOGETHER
More and more young people, many of whom have no
farming experience, are drawn to the agriculture sector.
With youth month around the corner, we spoke to four
youngsters that have found an accidental home in
agriculture. Read it here.

Pictured here: Mthokozisi Sishuba, Chad van Wyk, Tristan Dorfling, and Anika

Kock. 

POLLINATION AND THE DECIDUOUS
FRUIT INDUSTRY 

Mariette Kotze shared industry growth projections with
Western Cape beekeepers.  Pollination is a critical
component of integrated orchard management practices.
Growers are advised to formally confirm bookings of
pollination units well in advance to avoid disappointment
and manage risks. Read more here. 

BIOLOGICAL PEST CONTROL
MEASURES: RESEARCHERS
TRANSPORT TINY NEMATODES TO
FARMS
A recent MSc Entomology graduate has now solved one of
the conundrums that have so far stumped the SU research
team’s efforts to roll out this natural pest control method for
use on local farms: how to store and transport nematodes
live, and en masse. Read more here. 

Pictured here: Prof Antoinette Malan and Ms Abongile Nxitywa, both
from Stellenbosch University.

HORTGRO PODCAST
Let's grow our fruit IQ!

Click here to listen! Remember to subscribe to receive
notifications of informative talks by industry experts.

Episode 8: Prevent internal browning in Cripps Pink. Dr Elke
Crouch, SU. 

Episode 7: Southern Hemisphere pome fruit production figures and
trends, by Nina Viljoen. 

Episode 6: Markontwikkelingsinisiatiewe, deur Jacques du Preez. 
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HORTGRO 1662 INDUSTRY AWARD GOES TO BUKS NEL AND
HENK GRIESSEL
The formidable duo, Buks Nel and Henk Griessel, are this year’s recipients of the coveted
Hortgro 1662 Industry Award for their invaluable contribution to the South African deciduous
fruit industry. Read more here.

ECONOMIC REFORM: EMERGING FARMERS REACH
COMMERCIAL STATUS
Transformation and economic reform in agriculture are some of the biggest challenges that South
Africa faces today. The Jobs Fund Project recently came to an end. The trials and tribulations
were celebrated at a function that was held at Houwhoek on 22 April 2021. A total of 21 emerging
farming entities have reached commercial status through the project. Read about it here.

Watch videos of the event here.

Pictured here at the function: Elton Jefhtas, Dr Mogale Sebopetsa, Jacky Goliath and Ismail Motala. Jefhtas and
Goliath run the very successful De Fynne Nursery outside Paarl.

READ MORE ABOUT TRANSFORMATION OF THE INDUSTRY

Download the latest issue of the Transformation Times (May 2021) here.

SALUTE TO EVAN MEIRION WILLIAMS
It is with sincere regret that Hortgro has learned of the passing of Evan Meirion Williams on
Saturday, April 24. Read a tribute by Charles Hughes here. 

HORTGRO'S APAC BILL SUBMISSION
Read more here.

LANGKLOOF EVENT:
Mid to late season pome fruit exhibitions with presentations by Hortgro
18 May 2021| NG Church Hall, Misgund

Contact Thea van Zyl (thea@hortgro.co.za) for more information. 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

EMAIL THEA VAN ZYL (thea@hortgro.co.za) for more information. 

→ INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

D6/Hortgro24 Information app.

Stone fruit app. 

E-mail taryn@hortgro.co.za for more information. 

→ HORTGRO PUBLICATIONS

Key Deciduous Fruit Statistics

Hortgro Stone: Timely Hints/Tydige Wenke: May 2021

Fresh Quarterly: Issue 12

Transformation Times: December Issue

→ HORTGRO YOUTUBE KANAAL

Vind ons videobiblioteek vol bedryfsinligting hier. 

PLUS: 36 Boordopleiding video's nou beskikbaar in AFRIKAANS, XHOSA en ENGELS

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DESK

TO VACCINATE OR NOT...

It continues to be virtually impossible not to eat, drink, sleep, read, write and think Covid. It is in our
face – continuously and permanently. At the time of writing, the horrific second wave currently being
experienced in India is everywhere in the media. Visuals of the suffering and trauma experienced are
heartbreaking.

The same applies to corruption, commissions, and all sorts of nonsense and gamesmanship on
whether someone should step aside or not. And (yet) another parastatal - Mango this time around
seeing its arse. So nothing new or exciting there!  

Luckily – thus far at least – we have been spared the onset of a 3rd wave. The predictions of a post-
Easter outbreak have not materialised despite many people (yours truly included) predicting a disaster.
We are not out of the woods yet and with the onset of the winter months, I for one remain very
concerned. Also, for yet (another) winter period not being able to visit our neighbouring countries.
Damn.

The announcement that +60’s will be vaccinated as of 17 May 2021 should however be welcomed.
Hopefully, the private sector, including the agri-sector, will be allowed to play a meaningful role in a
successful rollout of the programme over the coming months. However, the continued extremely slow
rollout of the seemingly start-stop-experimental-start-stop vaccination of health workers, and related
concerns with regard to side-effects, warrants careful consideration.

It is the responsibility of employers to ensure a safe working environment for all their workers. One
such dimension is the reduced risks to employees through vaccination, BUT, given all the conspiracy
theories and related horror stories cooked up by some, it is unfortunately not so clear-cut and simple.

This need not be a moral dilemma. As employers, we need to guide, inform and encourage. So, from a
Hortgro perspective, we will encourage our staff members to get the jab given the extremely low risk
versus reward of vaccination. BUT, it will remain everybody’s own choice to do or not do.

Personally, I have absolutely no qualms about this – I have registered (as someone close to 60 and in
the higher risk category) and will present my arm or butt for the jab any day of the week as soon as I
get the SMS confirming the venue, date, and time.

My plea is that we voluntarily present ourselves in great numbers for as wide-spread vaccination as
possible in order for the broader and collective risk to be reduced significantly. The risk and down-side
is really extremely low for some normality to return to our lives.

Until next time, stay safe and please make an informed decision regarding vaccination.

Regards

Anton

"The biggest risk is not taking any risk." Mark Zuckerberg
"What you risk, is what you value." Jeanette Winterson
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